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CLUB OFFICERS 
President: Scott Miller 

Vice President: Roger Sadowsky 

Treasurer: Tony Haga 

Secretary: Rob Dickinson 

NAR Advisor: Buzz Nau 

Communications: Dan Harrison 

Board of Director: Dale Hodgson 

Board of Director: Bob Dickinson 

 

MEMBERSHIP 
To become a member of the Jackson Model 
Rocketry Club means becoming a part of our 
family.  We have monthly launches and partici-
pate in many educational events.  We encourage 
our members to actively participate in our club 
projects, running for office in our annual elec-
tions, contributing to our monthly newsletter with 
articles or tips, and offering services to the club 
in their area of expertise.  We have many mem-
bers comprised of children, men, women, profes-
sionals, lay people, educators and people from 
many other walks of life.  

 

You may fill out an application at a launch or 
request an application from one of our board 
members at scott@sfsmindustries.com and mail 
it along with a check for the annual membership 
dues (17 and under $10.00 or 18 and over 
$30.00) to our mailing address of: 
4788 Moon Lake Rd., Jackson, MI 49201.  

Members enjoy reduced launch fees (for engine 
sizes "F" and higher), participating in club pro-
jects, and meeting an incredible group of positive 
people.  

 

 

COMM CHANNELS 
There are several ways to keep in touch with the 
JMRC and it’s members. 

 

Website: http://www.jmrconline.org. Information 
includes directions to launch sites & schedule, 
range procedures, and instructions on how to 
join the club.  

 

Yahoo Group: The JMRC Yahoo group is a 
place to share files and also serves as our pri-
mary e-mail list serv. Follow this link to join, 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/jacksonmodelroc
ketryclub 

 

Facebook: If you have a FaceBook account  
search for “Jackson Model Rocket Club JMRC” 
and request to be added. 

 

GroupMe: Our new chat channel for broadcast-
ing notifications instantly using a free download 
client for IOS and Droid as well as by SMS text 
messaging. You can join the notification chat 
after creating a free account and following this 
link, 
https://groupme.com/join_group/28013422/zc5IC
1  

FROM THE EDITORS’S RANGE BOX 
Usually this time of year we are eagerly awaiting 
warmer weather and drier fields. As luck would 
have it, we were surprised with a relatively nice 
day in March. It was great to get the launch sea-
son off to an early start. Turnout was exception-
ally good with around 80 flights for the day. 
Thanks to everyone that came out and made it a 
fun start for the season.  

 

Club President, Scott Miller has secured dates at 
MIS for the remainder of the year. Please see 
the schedule on this page. Note we may get the 
option to use Horning 2 and take the opportunity 
as the field is larger and somewhat softer. 

 

Per a suggestion from Randy Gilbert, we are 
promoting themes at some of the launches this 
summer.  

 

Eggloft day - In addition to the NRC Eggloft 
event , there will also be open egglofting for any 
member that wants to try it. Randy will run the 
sport side and Buzz will CD the NRC event. 

Classic Kit Day 

Odd-roc - Fly your crazy designs 

Upscale/Downscale Kit Day 

Scale Day - Fly models of real rockets/missiles 

 

Shout out to Greg Eilers. Through out this issue 
are new banners for some of the articles that 
Greg created and they look great. Greg is able to 
create professional looking assembly illustrations 
for plans as well. If you are working on one for 
the newsletter be sure to check with Greg for 
drawing support if needed/wanted.  

 

Request for articles, 

 Product Reviews 

 Build Reports 

 Event Reports 

 Technical or “How-to” articles 

 Photos! 

 Space History 

 Scale Data 

 Sport Plans 

 Competition Plans / Techniques 

 Support Equipment 

 Model Rocket History 

 Certification News 

 Vendor News 

 

About Total Impulse 
Total Impulse  is the official newsletter of the 
Jackson Model Rocket Club (JMRC), Tripoli 
Prefecture 96, NAR Section 620. Published 
Monthly, Total Impulse is a space-modeling 
newsletter devoted to representing the diversity 
of interests in today’s hobby of model rocketry.  

This newsletter is in the public domain except 
where otherwise marked. Unmarked articles, 
photographs, and drawings may be re-printed 
elsewhere, but credit to the author and this 
newsletter is expected. Material marked as copy-
righted may not be re-printed without the con-
sent of the author. 

The editor of Total Impulse accepts material for 
inclusion from anyone. 

 Send correspondence to:  

 Jackson Model Rocket Club 

 Buzz Nau, Editor 

 5170 Reno Rd 

 Manchester, MI 48158 

 Deadline for submissions to the editor 
is the 15th of the month. Material received after 
the 15 will be published in the next month’s 
newsletter. You can also submit your material or 
inquiries to the editor at ussmidway@gmail.com. 

  

Welcome New Members! 
Please welcome our new members and make 
sure to say Hi and introduce yourself at a future 
launch. 

Larry Dash—March 2018 

On the Cover: 

(top left) The box art from the Estes Mars lander 
kit  (top right) An Estes Mini Mars Lander next to 
a Semroc Retro-Repro Mars Lander (Bottom left) 
Two D engine boost gliders (bottom right) A rack 
of rockets from the March sport launch  

Launch/Event Calendar 

• April 14, 2018 (MIS Graves Campground) 

• May 16-20 2018 LDRS 37 (Tripoli Central California) 

• May 26-28, 2018 NSL 2018 (Geneseo, NY) 

• May 26, 2018 (MIS Graves Campground) 

• Jun 16, 2018 (MIS Graves Campground) Eggloft Day 

• Jun 23-24, 2018 (Crapshoot Muskegon, MI) 

• Jul 14, 2018 (MIS Graves Campground) Classic Kit Day 

• Aug 4-10 2018 NARAM 60 (Pueblo, CO) 

• Aug 18, 2018 (MIS Graves Campground) Odd-roc Day 

• Sept8, 2018 (MIS Graves Campground) Upscale/
Downscale day 

• Oct 13, 2018 (MIS Graves Campground) Scale Day 

• Nov 10, 2018 (MIS Graves Campground) 

• Dec 8, 2018 (MIS Graves Campground) 

NOTE: Launch dates are subject to change without notice.  Be sure 
to call the “launch hotline” at 517.262.0510 for the latest weather 
and field information or sign up for the JMRC Notification GroupMe 
chat. 

https://groupme.com/join_group/28013422/zc5IC1�
https://groupme.com/join_group/28013422/zc5IC1�
https://groupme.com/join_group/28013422/zc5IC1�
https://groupme.com/join_group/28013422/zc5IC1�
mailto:Eagle3@cv41.org�


JMRC M A R C H  S P O R T  &  NRC L AU N C H  
 

Event Report 
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Nothing is better in Michigan than getting an early start on the launch 
season. It’s not often we get as fine a day this early as we had on March 
17. It was a cold morning to be sure, but March is usually not a 
viable option for a rocket launch in Michigan. This year we were 
presented clear skies and next to no winds. Not to say we didn’t 
have to “rough it” a bit as we were without the JMRC Café and we 
were almost without a restroom option. Earlier in the week Roger 
stopped by Horning 2 to pick up our port-a-john and someone 
over the winter decided they needed it. It’s likely been converted 
to a fish shanty or deer blind, so Buzz will be keeping an eye out 
in the area for it. Roger was able to get a rental in place before 
launch time and will be looking into purchasing a permanent re-
placement. 

 

Fortunately, Izzy Miller set up a fully stocked (and welcome) Girl 
Scout cookie booth. No one starved as Izzy and sister Addy sold 
53 boxes! Dad, Scott Miller, debuted his new “Go-Go” igniters 
from Miller MotorWorks. These are available in several sizes and 
utilize the exclusive MMW Go-Go juice. Check out the Vendor 
News column for more information.  

 

We also picked up a new member Saturday. Please welcome 
Larry Dash from Hillsdale. He’s back in rocketry after a long hiatus 
and flew his newly built Big Daddy throughout the day. Larry ap-
peared to really enjoy seeing what has changed since he last flew 
rockets and we look forward to seeing him at the next launch.   

 

Students from MSU flew two flights, a no deploy and a shred. The 
Rocketry Team from Michigan State University was at Saturday's 
launch to test their dual-deployment skills. Working with Rob Dick-
inson, they prepped and launched a small rocket twice. While they 
found the 'speed of Estes tubes' and shredded their second 
launch on a CTI H90, they did get valuable experience in how to 
prep and launch a rocket with electronics.  They are hoping to do 
a test launch of their Intercollegiate Rocket Engineering Competi-
tion (IREC) rocket on an L motor at the MMAR field next month, in 
preparation for their contest launch in New Mexico in late June. 

 

Rob also had a couple of unfortunate flights. One went unstable 
shortly after clearing the rail. The other was a D12 cato in his 
Snarky. Hopefully damage was minimal.   

Congratulations are in order for Trevor Harrison. He achieved his 
Junior Level 1 certification with a picture perfect flight. As Trevor 
reports, “The sparky rocket is one my most unique rockets in my 
collection. It is black with orange glitter covering the nose cone 
and fins and written on the side is “Sparky”. I flew sparky last year 
and it worked nearly flawlessly so I decided to fly it on a bigger 
motor... the H100 Loki spitfire. At last the rocket was on the pad, I 
used open-rocket to get an estimate on how high it was go, so 
with the lack of wind that day I wasn’t concerned about it drifting 
away. When the motor lit, it chuffed, then it sent a shower of 
sparks covering the pad. The rocket lifted away. At the end  

Izzy Miller’s popular Girl Scout cookie booth. Thanks Iz! 

Rob Dickinson’s Snarky suffers a CATO from a D12 

Grave’s Campground from Herb Crites’ Mach Schnell. Yep, still snow on the ground! 
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of the burn the rocket started to fishtail. But shortly after that 
sparky reached apogee and the parachute deployed with no elec-
tronics. It came slowly back to the ground and landed about 20-30 
feet away from the pad. That flight got me on my way to being a jr. 
level 1 for TRA.” Trevor also made several Internat practice flights 
and gap-staged an Estes Nike Apache. 

Dan Harrison started off the day with an Estes Maniac. Keeping 
true to its name he put a F44 in it not expecting it back. It was 
such a perfect day we could see the whole flight which was rela-
tively straight up and straight down, landing near the pads. 

 

Next flight was an orange crayon rocket that was built by Mike 
Jacobs over 15yrs ago. He brought out a bunch of rockets to give 
Trevor and other rockets to show off the awesome paint jobs he 

had airbrushed. Mike 
also had an ammo 
box of old motors 
that belonged to a 
friend of his. From 
this they used an 
Aerotech G125-5 
Blue Thunder for the 
crayon to fly and get 
the dust off of it.  The 
boost was great. 
Straight up, arched 
over and started 
coming down ballis-
tic. About half way 
down we all were 
thinking the worst 
and it was going to 
crash then it finally 
deployed the chute. 

 

Dan and Mike also 
flew another of 
Mike’s rockets he 

had built over 15yrs ago and never flown before. It was an old 
PML kit that he had airbrushed and was really cool looking. The 
two loaded up a sparky motor using one of Scott’s new “Go-Go” 
igniters. The motor lit with no hesitation and leaped off the pad 
with a tower of sparks. The rocket reached apogee nearly out of 

sight, deployed the para-
chute, and drifted back to 
the ground ready to fly 
again. 

 

Mark Chrumka brought the 
Estes Firebolt he won at the 
holiday party raffle/auction 
and flew it on a D12-5 to 
308 ft. It was a nominal 
flight though the nose cone 
detached due to weak glue 
joint, but no damage. He 
put up his QModeling Viper 
on an AT E15-4, but due to 
a weak ejection there was 
no chute deploy and it core 
sampled, but it’s repairable. 
Also flown was his PML 
AIM-120 on an AT F52-6. 

This was also a nom-
inal flight to 767 ft. 
Mark’s Estes Big 
Daddy on an AT D21
-4 to 403 ft. also had 
a bonus delay and he 
narrowly avoided 
another core sample.  
There was no drama 
when Mark put up his 
Launch Pad Bullpup 
on a D12-5 to 298 ft. 
His Centuri Draconi-
an Marauder on a C6
-3 failed to deploy it’s 
17 in. mylar chute. 
The hard landing 
broke missile launch-
er pod, but again it’s 
repairable.  Lastly, 
Mark flew an Estes 
Snitch with an Apo-
gee D10-3 that land-
ed in small tree and 
flip-flopped through 
the branches like a pinball machine.  

 

Dale Hodgson had several successful flights including his SS-0 on 
a Loki I430 Blue which hit 3100 feet and landed near the pad. He 
put up his LOC Fantom on a Loki H144 White with an onboard 
camera for another good flight and video. Dale’s nod to Herb rock-
et, “Schnell-No” went up on a Loki G79 cocktail. The delay was 
too short which resulted in a partial zipper, but it is repairable. He 
also got good flight video. Mozzie, an upscale 2.5x Mosquito, flew 
on a CTI E75 V-max and again it was a good flight. Not so good  

Mark Chrumka’s QModeling EAC Viper Dan Harrison’s Crayon Roc 

Trevor Harrison with his Jr L1 Rocket 

Trevor Harrison’s “Sparky” Jr L1 launch 
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was his Estes Eagle boost glider. The first flight on a C6-3 boost-
ed fine, but suffered a Red Baron (glider and pod tangled at ejec-
tion). Eventually the glider worked itself free, but stalled quite a 
bit. The Eagle’s second flight, also on a C6-3, suffered a partially 
detached wing and resulted in a crash, however there was no 
damage. Finally, Dale’s Estes Flip Flyer had a C6-3 cato that de-
stroyed the rocket.  

 

Dave Glover and his daughter Sarah put up a combined nine 
flights. Dave’s included a scratch built St Patrick’s Day themed 
“Leprechaun Express” that ejected a little Leprechaun on his own 

green chute. Dave flew the Express twice, the first flight was on a 
D12-5 to 852’ and the little Leprechaun parachuted to safety. The 
second flight went the same, but it drifted onto a power line along 
the west side of the field. Dave also flew his Madcow Torrent, dual 
deploy, on a H118-7 to 1023'. Despite the main tangling, it was a 
fine flight and luckily it was undamaged. Dave’s Estes Twin Factor 
2-stage (A10T-0 & A3T-4) also put in a good flight, but his Estes 
Baby Bertha went ballistic. The C6-7 was too long of a delay and 
it lawn darted. Lastly, his Aerotech Arcas tried using a slip chute & 
Chute Release for his main recovery. The flight was on a G125-9 
and hit 2055' at apogee.  Unfortunately, the main chute stuck in 
the body tube, but after recovery Dave found the chute release 
did release. At least the slip chute slowed it down and the Arcas 
only suffered minimal damage to one fin. 

  

Sarah flew her Estes Dark Silver on a D12-5 that flew fine, but 
broke off a pod landing on the asphalt. She also flew her Estes 

Mega Mosquito on a D12-5 and standard Mosquito on a A3-4T. 
Both were good flights and she even recovered the smaller one 
within 150' of pad. 

 

John Potts brought two 3D printed Mars Landers, one white and 
orange in the traditional color scheme and a black one in a stealth 
“Spec-Ops” scheme. Both were flown on Estes D12-3 motors. 
The white ML used a 24” thin mylar chute and flew nice, but 

Dave Glover’s “Leprechaun Express” Buzz Nau’s 1/2A BG, and Sara Glover’s 
Dark Silver 

Tom Kurecka’s SLS Laser-X 

Dave Glover and his Flight Card Boards 
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popped off a landing pad when it hit. John was able to repair it on 
the field. The black ML used a 30” x-form chute and stuck the 
landing after a great flight. Expect to start seeing many of these 
3D printed Mars Landers in the future. John also flew his Estes 
Falcon Commander classic kit on a C6-5 with streamer recovery 
for another nice flight.  

 

Randy Gilbert brought a Newway Vigilangle (square, two stage) 
kit that looked and flew great on a B6-0/B6-6 combination. Randy 
got several nice photos of the staging with his new camera rig. He 
also flew his scratch built War Dog on its first flight with an E12-4.  

 

Buzz flew his Centuri Vulcan clone on a B6-4. Nice stable 
flight, but the Kevlar failed. Minimal damage. Also minimal 
damage on his MRC Ironman when the D12-5 had a weak 
ejection charge and the chute failed to completely exit the 
body tube. More damage incurred on his Estes SDI Satellite 
despite a nice boost and chute deployment. Really nice boost 
and recovery of his Quest X-15 on a B6-4 and two Sky Dart 
flights on B4-2s rounded out his day.  

 

Herb Crites put in 7 successful flights with his Mach Schnell 
fleet. Here is a recap of the flights. His SLK (38mm sport bird) 
went up twice on AeroTech F35-5W White Lightnings and 
once on an AeroTech F39-6T Blue Thunder. The HL-e II 
(38mm Dual Deployment) flew once on an AeroTech G76-10G 
Mojave Green (1,037 feet, 162 mph). Herb’s  SLK 54 (B Build) 
(54mm Dual Deployment) took to the air twice on Aerotech 
H250G-14A Mojave Green motors (1,670’/290 mph, 
1,542’/292 mph). Finally, the SLK 54 (C Build) (54mm Dual 
Deployment with tracker bay) took off on a Loki H160LB-15 
Loki Blue (1,269’/196 mph). Herb thanks JMRC for the fun and 
for hosting a safe, thrilling day of high-altitude gravity bashing! 

 

Contest Flights 

Steve Kristal was on a mission to set several altitude records and 
was extremely successful. He was able to set new records for 
1/4A Altitude (105 meters), 1/2A Altitude (215 meters) and the 
NRC event, A Payload (182 meters). Steve stands in 1st place in 
C division with the record. Buzz flew 1/2A BG for the Uncertainty 

Principle team. His first 
flight failed to catch any air 
for a 40 second duration. 
The second flight caught a 
bubble and disappeared 
after 2:22.  

 

Major thanks to Dave Glov-
er for creating our new 
launch status boards. 
These are works of art and 
so much better than the 
torture boards we’ve been 
suffering with for years. 
Kudos to Dave for taking it 
upon himself to provide a 
sorely needed upgrade. 
Dave also made and donat-
ed to the club a rocket re-
trieval system (see Total 
Impulse Jan/Feb 2018) and 
always sets up a cleaning 
station for all to use 

 

Also, big thanks to Roger 
for getting the trailer to the 
field and Tony for loaning 
us the use of his truck even 

though he was unable to attend. Roger also brought donuts and 
other baked goods for the morning setup crew and kept us going 
with fresh coffee. And finally, he also made sure we had a port-a-
john onsite at the last minute after discovering our old one was 
stolen.  

Randy Gilbert’s Vigilangle stages Buzz Nau’s MRC Ironman 

Rick Sharp’s Scarab 54 
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In 1964, NASA Headquarters tasked Wal-
lops Stations with designing, building, and 
validating a rocket payload system capable 
of launching a small biological payload. 
This would be used as a training aid for 
biological scientist. The project was the 
initial step of the Bio-Space Technology 
Training Program and centered around   a 
modified Arcas sounding rocket.  Two 
rounds were launched in September 1964 
successfully lofting two white lab rats.  

  
The Arcas (All-Purpose Rocket for Collecting 
Atmospheric Soundings) was an unguided 
sounding rocket developed and produced by 
the Atlantic Research Corporation with spon-
sorship from the Office of Naval Research, 
Army Signal Research and Development La-
boratories, and the Air Force Cambridge Re-
search Center. Intended to replace the Dea-
con, the Arcas was 4.5-inch in diameter and 
seven feet long. It was capable of lifting a 
wide range of payloads to altitudes ranging 
from 15 to 50 miles powered by aluminized 
end-burning Arcite propellant grains. 

  
It was first flown in 1959 and last launched in 
the early 1990’s. Arcas was relatively inex-
pensive ($2,000 per round) and was primari-
ly used as a meteorological sounding rocket 
that was flow extensively throughout the 
North American Meteorological Rocket Net-
work. Upwards of 2,000 rounds were fired 
per year when in service.  

  
Another appealing aspect of the Arcas was it 
was extremely easy to launch. It utilized a 
breech-tube launcher that could be turned 
around to launch again within an hour. 

  
The Bio-Space Arcas payload was able to loft 
a small animal payload for space flight re-
search. A typical flight profile the payload 
would experience was after launch the round 
would leave the launch tube in 0.15 seconds. 
The motor would burn for 30 seconds by a 
coast and payload separation at 108 sec-
onds after launch and at an altitude of 
115,000 feet. The parachute was deployed 5 
seconds later to prevent fouling with the 
launch vehicle and the payload would land in 
the water approximately 20 minutes later. 
The 3.7 foot diameter parachute was radar 

reflective, aiding in the tracking and recovery 
of the payload. 
 

The Bio-Space payload weighed just over 
13 ¼ pounds including a 200 gram white 
rat. The internal volume was 430 cubic 

inches. It contained an in-line arrangement 
of life-support, telemetry, and power supply 
systems. The white lab rat was strapped to 
a specially contoured couch and could sur-
vive over 8 hours in the sealed environ-
ment. A four channel AM/FM telemetry 
system measured ECG (electrocardiogram) 
and skin temperature of the animal subject 
and longitudinal acceleration and life sup-
port system pressure of the payload. Addi-
tionally, roll rate was determined from a 
time recording of the payload signal 
strength. The fins were canted to produce a 
nominal 20cps roll at motor burn out. Lab 
and drop tests from a helicopter were per-
formed prior to validate the soundness of 
the payload system for the animal subject.  

 

There were six developmental test launch-
es. The first two carried inert payload sec-
tions and came apart around motor burn-
out. Stability issues were uncovered with 
significant coning during boost until vehicle 
breakup. The next two test flights flew nom-
inally and also without a live payload vali-
dating the stability fixes. Flights five and six 
contained live payloads that were launched 
and recovered successfully. Despite the roll 
rate, 5+ G boost forces, and 21 minute, 
upside down parachute ride, the white rats 
held up extremely well.   

 

References: 

Development of a Small Animal Payload 
and Integration  With a Sounding Rocket, 
Larry J. Early, NASA SP-109  Wallops Sta-
tion, 1966 
NASA Photo, Wallops Station 2018 

Bio-Space Arcas 

Payload cutaway view—NASA photo 

Buzz Nau 
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Bio-Space Arcas—NASA Wallops Station Photo 
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Well, Spring is here and another flying sea-
son is upon us; at least that’s what we are 
hoping for. Ah, the anticipation of flying 
new stuff, old stuff, bigger and different 
motors is almost too much to wrap one’s 
head around sometimes. I guess that’s the 
excitement that keeps us coming back for 
more year after year. With a new year 
comes new plans; ideas we came up with 
over the long winter. That was discussed in 
the last issue; now it’s to put those plans 
into action and actually get something 
done. 

 

As some of you may or may not know, sev-
eral of us decided to take up Madcow 
Rocketry’s Black Friday Special last No-
vember and ordered a fiberglass two stage 
capable Nike Apache. The booster is a 4 
inch diameter, 54mm Nike M-5 while the 
sustainer is a 1.5 (rounded up a little) 
29mm Apache sounding rocket. It is a very 
cool setup which should look great once 
completed. The interesting part to all of this 
is that, although there are by my estimation 
7 kits out there, not one of them will be built 
exactly the same.  

 

Hence, the title of the article….before we 
even start the build there was research to 
be done. Some of us are looking at doing 
their project in scale as a nod to the actual 
rocket that was used extensively (and 
launched in Michigan back in the day!) and 
some of us are looking at this thing as a 
way to experiment with something new. I 
am in the latter group; this is my very first 
foray into high power staging. This is where 
the “pre-prep” prep comes in; how to pull 
this off? Granted, all of the basic parts are 
there but not everything. Madcow decided 
this was a kit to be modified in any way we 
see fit depending upon our goals. So, that 
means configuring and ordering additional 
parts to accomplish what we have in mind.  

 

I am not worried so much about paint 

scheme just yet since I am not doing 
scale….but, those that are no doubt have 
already researched into just how this bird 
should look when sitting on the pad. Buzz 
Nau can run down scale anything; he IMO 
is our go-to guy for that stuff. That being 
said I will spill the beans just a little on how 
I am doing mine giving my goal of flying an 
HP staged project correctly the first time 
out. For once I am not changing motor siz-
es from what the kit gives me although a 
couple of have decided to do just that…as 
Scott Miller rubs his hands together and 
does his impression of Montgomery Burns 
in The Simpsons….. 
“EXXXeeellllleeeent….”  

 

Where my modifications are happening is 
in the actual staging part…how to set up 
the electronics. I cheated a little for the 
booster; I decided to simply use a Jolly 
Logic as a method of controlling the chute 
deployment. The motor will provide the 
ejection and the Jolly Logic will take it from 
there. Pretty simple and straight forward, at 
least on paper. This is relying on the boost-
er/sustainer to drag separate after booster 
motor burnout which means a high thrust 
short burn motor. 

 

Air starting the sustainer was a little more 
difficult. After doing a fair amount of re-
search and given the smaller diameter air-
frame I am working with I decided to rede-
sign the altimeter bay. First thing was it had 
to be a bit longer than the coupler that was 
supplied. I am using a Missileworks RRC3 
altimeter with a 9v battery on a 3D printed 
sled that perfectly fits into a 38mm Coupler. 
At the aft end of the bay I will have a bulk-
head connector that the sustainer igniter 
leads will plug in to via friction fit.  The plan 
is to run the igniter internally from along the 
inside of the airframe along the motor tube 
then up into the motor. I could do a “head 
end ignition” meaning that I run the igniter 
through the delay grain in the motor with 
the head touching the top motor grain. But, 
that modifies the motor and changes the 
whole thing to a research flight which I de-
cided against first time around. That takes 
care of ignition. At apogee the rocket will 
separate the way dual deploy normally 
does. Since the igniter leads are friction 
fitted they should pull free when the apo-
gee charge fires to allow the bay/payload 
section to freely deploy. That’s the theory 
anyway. Still looking in to what happens to 
that igniter wire when the motor fires since 
it will be hooked to the rocket itself rather 
than external leads that ensures what’s left 
of the igniter is pulled out at motor ignition.  

I also had to consider motor retention for 
the sustainer. I did get a little lucky there; 
since the motor is a 29mm I can use some-
thing like a Slimline threaded retainer. The 
design is very sleek and does not have a 
retainer cap that is larger than the motor 
tube like an Aeropac retainer does. Booster 
motor retention is very simple; I happen to 
have a threaded 54mm Slimline so that’s 
what I will use there as well. Coupling the 
sustainer to the booster required yet anoth-
er major modification. The 29mm Slimline 
will not fit into a 38mm fiberglass coupler; 
the walls are a tiny touch too thick. I didn’t 
want to do any thinning of the wall because 
this part of the rocket (booster to sustainer) 
will be under a considerable amount of 
stress during the boost phase. So back to 
the parts bin I went….instead of using a 
38mm fiberglass coupler I will use a sec-
tion of 38mm fiberglass airframe. By play-
ing around a little I found out that a 29mm 
Slimline retainer easily fits inside but very 
loosely. So, I took a section of phenolic 
38mm coupler and slid that into the air-
frame as a sleeve. Voila; the Slimline fits 
into that perfectly….tight enough to not 
allow any wobble but loose enough to be 
able to drag separate the sustainer from 
the booster. Also, the igniter wire for the 
sustainer must be able to fit within the tran-
sition as well but that should not present 
too much of an issue. I will have to open up 
the forward end of the transition just a little 
to accommodate the new section of air-
frame. 

 

Others with these kits probably have other 
plans; I do not think there will be two that 
will be alike. This is where the individuality 
of each person comes out given their level 
of experience and design knowledge. Mine 
certainly isn’t perfect but at least I am com-
fortable with it for now unless something 
comes up that needs to be changed.  

 

All of this and I haven’t so much as glued 
even one part to another in this kit. Up to 
this point it has all been pre-planning and 
making sure I have everything I’ll need to 
do this. Actually, this should be how it goes 
before starting any project; everything from 
the simplest snap together to the most 
complex project out there. Pre-Planning is 
a critical part of it all before the kit is even 
opened. Modifications may be in order but 
sometimes not. Pre-planning for a simple 
kit may simply mean to have everything 
needed to complete the job…..glue, primer, 
sealer, paint…whatever is needed to get 
the job done. So with that, let the fun begin 
and happy building….and better yet, flying! 

View From The Flight Line: Even Prep Work Needs Prep Work 
D A L E  H O D G S O N   



The MArs LAnder 
Model Rocketry History 

There are not many model rocket designs 
that command as much imagination as the 
Estes Mars Lander. It was another fasci-
nating design from Wayne Kellner who was 
the creative mind behind the Interceptor, 
Orbital Transport, Demon, and Goblin. The 
Mars Lander was introduced in 1969 for 
$4.75 and production ran until 1983. When 
it was originally released it was packaged 
in a bag, however in 1971 it was switched 
to a box with colorful artwork when Damon 
bought Estes. The Mars Lander has four 
landing legs that act as fins connected in-
side the 3.9” diameter base tube. These 
are hinged and used rubber bands for 
shock absorbing. The base section is 
topped with two diameter reducing wraps 
with an internal BT-60 body tube. This is 
capped with a balsa nose cone. Recom-
mended 18mm motors were the B4-2, B6-
2, and C6-3. It was not a model to be flown 
in windy conditions as it would quickly de-
part stable flight in a stiff breeze. 
 
A rumor existed that the Mars Lander was 
a collaboration between Estes and Martin 
Marrietta whose logo was included on the 
decal sheet.  This was disputed by fellow 
Estes designer Mike Dorffler in a post to 
the “Ye Olde Rocket Forum”, “the ML was 
another great model by Wayne Kellner. I 
watched him develop it over about 6 
months. I can't speculate where he got the 
idea. Most of his designs were straight 

from his creative mind - not keyed off what 
he may have seen. And Martin Marrietta 
had absolutely nothing to do with Wayne's 
work on that kit. That myth is pure fantasy.” 
However, based on the influence of space 
art on Gene Street’s Mars Snooper, one 
could wonder if Wayne was influenced by a 
photo of Werner Von Braun with a lander 
type vehicle drawing in the background. 
Regardless, the design and kit is pure geni-

us with its futuristic appeal and working 
spring loaded landing legs. 
 
The Mars Lander was also a kit that com-
manded a fair amount of coin through post-
al mail and on-line auctions during its hia-
tus as a kit. Pristine kits in shrink-wrapped 
boxes could go for a hundred dollars or 
more. I was lucky enough to find one for 
the close out price of $8 at KayBee toys 
when the kit was dropped from production. 
“IF” I had known then how valuable they 
would become to collectors I would bought 
the entire stock! 
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Werner Von Braun at his desk with a planetary lander in the background—NASA Estes 1969 Catalog 

Buzz Nau 



The MArs LAnder 
Continued 

Relief was found in 1999 when Tom Prestia 
of Tango Papa Decals began producing 
Mars Lander kits. He started out with the 
1.6x and 2x kits and produced the 1x kit  
after receiving many requests for it. These 
kits did not incorporate embossed body 
wraps. Instead, the Tango Papa wraps 
have printed panel lines that you apply 
fabric paint on creating raised panel lines. 
They are also designed to be taken apart 
making it easy to fix any landing gear is-
sues. TP Mars Landers are also beefed up 
a bit producing a much stronger kit. Only 
the 1.6x kit is available today, but Tom has 
new upscale kit ideas in the near future..    
 
Semroc introduced their Mars Lander kit in 
2006. They made every attempt to create it 

as authentic as possible including em-
bossed body wraps. As with all of their ret-
ro reproductions, they include some up-
grades including laser cut parts and Kevlar 
in place of elastic for shock cords. The 
Semroc kit is still available today. 

A popular modification for all Mars Landers 
is to make the aeroshell removable and to 
replace the rubber bands with springs. The 
stock rubber bands will dry rot over age 
and metal springs will last the lifetime of the 
model.  
 
Other variations of the Mars Lander includ-
ed the Estes Mini Mars Lander which was 
produced from 1987 to 1988. It was based 
on the nose cone for the GeoSAT kit and a 
short section of BT-60 body tube. The land-
ing legs were fixed and the small rocket 
was powered by 13mm motors.  The Estes 
Outlander was produced from 2003 to 2008 
and was roughly the same size as the origi-
nal Mars Lander. It had spring loaded land-
ing legs like the original, but the rubber 
bands were much easier to replace. It also 
lacked the streamlined look of the Mars 
Lander. Instead, the Outlander had a more 
utilitarian look, foregoing the aerodynamic 

apperance for function. Additionally, Sirius 
Rocketry sells a Mars Lander style decal 
set for the Outlander.  
 
Fast forward to 2017 and the age of con-
sumer 3D printers. Mechg on Thingi-
verse.com, a website for sharing user cre-
ated digital design files not only created a 
3D printed Mars Lander, but one that inter-
locks and snaps together in seconds. The 
landing legs slide in the slot and then at-
tach to the lower section by rubber band or 
spring. It is 24mm powered, necessary 
since the weight over the original Estes kit 
is doubled, and has a removable nose 
cone shoulder to add nose weight as need-
ed. The finished product is incredible look-
ing and like the Mars Lander design itself, a 
fascinating view into the future. 

 

References: 
Tom Prestia emails 
Estes 1969 / 1971 catalogs 
EMRR Rocket Reviews – Tango Papa 
EMRR Rocket Reviews - Semroc 
Thingiverse.com 3D Print Mars Lander 
Gary Fortin’s Estes Model Rocket Kit Database – Mars 
Lander 
Ye Old Rocket Forum – Ask Mike (Dorfller) Thread 
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Tom Prestia’s 2x Level 1 Mars Lander signed by Homer Hickam and Vern Estes 

The author with his original Estes Mars Lander 

A giant upscale Outlander at NARCON 2006 

John Potts with his 3D printed Mars Lander 

https://www.siriusrocketry.biz/ishop/mars-lander-style-waterslide-decal-sheet-for-estes-outlander-83.html�
https://www.siriusrocketry.biz/ishop/mars-lander-style-waterslide-decal-sheet-for-estes-outlander-83.html�
https://www.siriusrocketry.biz/ishop/mars-lander-style-waterslide-decal-sheet-for-estes-outlander-83.html�
https://www.siriusrocketry.biz/ishop/mars-lander-style-waterslide-decal-sheet-for-estes-outlander-83.html�
https://www.rocketreviews.com/reviews-4904.html�
http://archive.rocketreviews.com/reviews/all/sem_mars_lander.shtml�
https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2670642�
http://www.seateddimevarieties.com/BAR/kitpages/k43_1969.htm�
http://www.seateddimevarieties.com/BAR/kitpages/k43_1969.htm�
http://www.seateddimevarieties.com/BAR/kitpages/k43_1969.htm�
http://www.seateddimevarieties.com/BAR/kitpages/k43_1969.htm�
http://www.oldrocketforum.com/showthread.php?t=5103�
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THUNDERBOLT 
2X EGG-LOFTER 

Design by Randy Gilbert 

Sport Plan 
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THUNDERBOLT 
2X EGG-LOFTER 
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THUNDERBOLT 2X EGG-LOFTER 

Templates 



60 Years Ago—1958 

March 5: Explorer 2 
launched by Jupiter C 
at 1:28 p.m., EST 
from Cape Canaveral, 
Fla. 

 

March 17: Vanguard 
1 launched by Van-
guard rocket from 
Cape Canaveral, Fla. 
Geodetic satellite and 
first of three success-
ful Vanguard satellite 
launches. 

 

March 23: First underwater launch of Pola-
ris missile, off San Clemente, CA. 

March 26: Explorer 3 launched by Jupiter C 
from Cape Canaveral, Fla. 

 

April 25: First suc-
cessful launch and 
inflation in space of 
a sphere by NACA 
on Nike-Cajun rock-
et from Wallops 
Station. Test launch 
for Echo 1, the 
world’s first commu-
nications satellite  

55 Years Ago—1963 

March 21: USSR 
lost contact with 
Mars 1 at 66 million 
miles from earth. 
Mars 1 would be-
come the first 
spacecraft of any 
nation to fly past 
Mars, albeit uncon-
trolled at the time. 
Mars 1 passed the 
planet at a distance 
of 122,400 miles 
from the Martian surface. 

 

March 28: Saturn/
Apollo 4 launched by 
Saturn 1 from Cape 
Canaveral, Fla. Subor-
bital test flight of Sat-
urn first stage. 

 

 

 

April 2: Explorer 17 
launched by Thor Del-
ta from Cape 
Canaveral, Fla. 
Launch estab-
lished a new 
record in alti-
tude and 
weight for the 
NASA sound-
ing rocket pro-
gram. NASA 
launched 85 pound scientific payload to 
208 mile altitude. 

 

April 2: Luna 4 
launched by Molni-
ya rocket from 
Baikonur. Soviet 
lunar flyby mission. 
First Soviet lunar 
probe tested in 
Earth “parking or-
bit” before resum-
ing flight to moon. 

 

 

50 Years Ago—1668 

March 2: Zond 4 launched by 
Proton K from Baikonur, 
USSR. Unmanned test flight 
of the Soviet circumlunar 
spacecraft. 

 

 

March 4: OGO 5 
launched by Atlas Agena from 
Cape Canaveral, Fla. Last OGO 
spacecraft to be placed in an 
eccentric orbit. 

 

March 27: 
Yuri Gagarin, first 
human in space, died 
in a MIG-15 crash 
northwest of Moscow. 

 

 

 

 

 

April 4: Apollo 6, also 
known as AS-502, 
launched by Saturn V 
from KSC. Final qualifi-
cation of the Saturn V 
launch vehicle and 
Apollo spacecraft for 
manned Apollo mis-
sions. Despite failures, 
including early cutout of 
two engines, next Sat-
urn V was flown as 
Apollo 8 rocket. 

 

April 7: Luna 14 
launched by 
Molniya rocket 
from Baikonur. 
Final flight of the 
second genera-
tion of Soviet 
Luna probes. 

Source—NASA Archives 
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45 Years Ago—1973 
April 3: Salyut 2 launched by Proton K from 
Baikonur. Station tumbled out of control 
and lost electrical power seven days after 
launch. 

 

April 5: Pioneer 11 launched by Atlas Cen-
taur from Cape 
Canaveral, Fla. 
First spacecraft to 
conduct a Saturn 
flyby and first to 
photograph the 
planet. Also first 
spacecraft to pho-
tograph Jupiter’s polar regions. 

 
40 Years Ago—1978 
March 2: Soyuz 28 launched aboard Soyuz 
rocket from Baikonur. Ferry flight to Salyut-
6 space station. This was the first interna-
tional space crew. 

 

March 5: Landsat 3 launched by Delta at 
from Vandenberg AFB. Carried OSCAR 8, 
an amateur radio relay satellite, as a piggy-
back payload. 

 

April 26: Heat Capacity Mapping Mission 
(HCMM/AEM-1) 
launched by Scout 
from Vandenberg 
AFB. First of the Ap-
plications Explorer 
Missions (AEM) Ex-
plorer satellite series. 

 
35 Years Ago—1983 
March 23: President Reagan proposes the 
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) program 
in a speech to the nation on defense. The 
president called for a major US research 
effort into 
space-based 
defensive 
weapons 
systems. 
The SDI 
program was 
later com-
monly re-
ferred to as 
“Star Wars”. 

 

March 28: NOAA 8 launched by Atlas E 
from Vanden-
berg AFB. NO-
AA 8 was the 
first launch of 
the TIROS-N 
generation of 
weather satel-
lites. 

 

April 4: STS-6 
(Space Shuttle 
Challenger ) 
launched from 
KSC. Landing: 
April 9, at Ed-
wards AFB, CA. Mission Duration: 5 days, 

0 hours. First flight of 
the Space Shuttle 
orbiter Challenger. 
Don Peterson and 
Story Musgrave con-
ducted the first EVA 
of the Shuttle pro-
gram. First Space 

Shuttle flight to fly with a lightweight exter-
nal tank and lightweight solid rocket boost-
er casings. 

 

April 4: A US satellite uses the Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS) as a navigational tool 
for the first time. Landsat 4 orients itself 
using data from a NavStar satellite, reduc-
ing need for ground stations to send routine 
navigational commands. 

 

April 20: USSR launches Soyuz T-8 aboard 
Soyuz rocket from Baikonur. Ferry flight to 
Salyut-7 space station. Crew 

were unable to dock with space station. 

 

30 Years Ago—1988 

March 25: San 
Marco D/L launched 
time from San Marco 
Range, Kenya. It 
reentered over cen-
tral Africa, Dec. 6, 
1988. 

 

 

 

25 Years Ago—1993 

March 29: SEDS-1 
launched by a Delta II at 
10:09 p.m. from Cape Ca-
naveral, Fla. It was the first 
successful space tether 
experiment to reach 20 km 
in length. 

 

April 8: STS-56 (Space Shuttle Discovery ) 
launched from KSC. Car-
ried Atmospheric Labora-
tory for Applications and 
Science-2 (ATLAS-2) as 
payload. Landed April 17 
Mission duration 9 days, 
6 hours 

 

April 25: Array of Low 
Energy X-Ray Imaging 
Sensors (ALEXIS) 
spacecraft launched by 
a B-52 flying out of 
Vandenberg AFB.  

 

 

 

April 26: STS-55 (Space Shuttle Columbia ) 
launched from KSC. 
Carried the second 
reusable German 
Spacelab, D-2. Landed 
May 6, 1993 at Ed-
wards AFB. Mission 
Duration 9 days, 23 
hours 

 

20 Years Ago—1998 

March 12: First unpiloted test flight of the X
-38, a spacecraft design planned for use as 
a future international Space Station emer-
gency crew return “lifeboat,” is completed. 

Source—NASA Archives 
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20 Years Ago—1998 (continued) 

April 1: Transition Region And Coronal 
Explorer (TRACE) spacecraft launched by 
Pegasus XL carried under the wing of a L-
1011flying out of Vandenberg AFB, CA. 
Satellite was designed to study the Sun's 
atmosphere. 

April 17: STS-90 
(Space Shuttle Colum-
bia ) launched from 
KSC. Carried Neuro-
lab payload to study 
neurological and be-
havioral changes in 
space. Landed May 3 

at KSC. Mission duration 15 days, 21 hours 

 

15 Years Ago—2003 

March 28: IGS 1A 
(Information Gather-
ing Satellite 1A) and 
IGS 1B are two Japa-
nese reconnaissance 
satellites that were 
launched by an H-2A 
rocket from 
Tanegashima Space 
Center. 

 

April 25: Expedition 7 
International Space Station Crew (ISS) 
launched by a Soyuz FG rocket from Bai-

konur. Due to the Co-
lumbia  accident in Feb-
ruary 2003, this expedi-
tion would also mark the 
first time an American, 
Ed Lu, launched and 
landed in a Soyuz 
spacecraft. 

 

April 28: GALaxy Evolution eXplorer 
(GALEX) was launched by a Pegasus XL 
rocket released from a L-
1011 cargo plane flying 
out of Cape Canaveral. 
GALEX was a NASA 
ultraviolet astronomy 
satellite designed to ex-
plore the origin and evo-
lution of galaxies, stars 
and heavy elements. 

 

10 Years Ago—2008 

March 11: STS-123 (Space Shuttle En-
deavour) Launched from KSC. Transported 
and installed a Japanese research labora-

tory (Kibo) module for 
the International Space 
Station (ISS). It docked 
with the ISS on March 
13. Landed: March 26 at 
KSC. Mission Dura-
tion:15 days, 18 hours. 

 

March 27: SAR-Lupe 4, a 
German military Synthetic 
Aperture Radar satellite, 
launched by a Kosmos 3-M 
rocket from Plesetsk.  

 

 

April 8: Soyuz TMA-12 
launched by a Soyuz FG 
rocket from Baikonur. Crew 
ferry to the International 
Space Station (ISS). 

 

April 19: Soyuz TMA-
11, returning from the 
ISS with a crew, un-
derwent a ballistic 
reentry and had a 
rough landing 400 km 
away from the 
planned location. 
Crew was only mildly 
injured. 

 

April 25: Tianlian 1, the first data-relay sat-
ellite of China (PRC), launched by a Long 
March 3C from Xichang satellite  Launch 
Center in Sichuan province. 

April 26: GIOVE-B (Galileo In-Orbit Valida-
tion Element-B) was launched by a Soyuz-
Fregat from Baikonur. 

5 Years Ago—2013 

March 1: SpaceX Dragon CRS-2 automat-
ed ISS cargo 
vehicle 
launched from 
Cape Canaver-
al, Fla. This 
second opera-
tional Dragon 
cargo vehicle 
was the first commercial vehicle to carry 
externally mounted cargo to the ISS. 

 

March 28: The second half of the ISS Ex-
pedition Crew 35 launches 
aboard Soyuz TMA-08M from 
Baikonur, Kazakhstan. ISS 
ferry flight. Soyuz docked to 
the ISS on March 29. 

 

April 21: Alexander, Bell, and Graham cu-
besats launched by an Antares rocket from 
Wallops Flight Facility (WFF). The cu-
besats are the first use of off-the-shelf 
smart phones as satellite control and navi-
gation computers. Also, launch marked the 
first operational flight of the Antares rocket. 

Source—NASA Archives 
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The Basics: 
Whether you’re flying competition or just 
sport flying, few aspects of rocketry are 
more rewarding than seeing a model you’ve 
built lift off and then transition into smooth 
lazy glide back to earth. Boost gliders like 
most other types of rockets come in many 
different shapes and sizes. The choices and 
difficulty levels are nearly endless. The pur-
pose of this article is to help get started and 
achieve proficiency in competition, but most 
of this guide applies to sport flying gliders as 
well. 
 
As with all other competition events, con-
sistency is your first goal. Find a mod-
el/design that you are able to build, trim, and 
fly with predictable results. Boost Gliders are 
similar to bicycles. You may struggle at first 
to get going in the right direction and then 
suddenly “you get it”. It’s like that when you 
when you get the balance, trim, boost, and 
transition to work as they should. There are 
many useful technical reports available 
online that help explain why gliders are de-
signed and fly the way they do. There is also 
a vast selection of plans in old newsletters, 
magazines, (many are online) and the NAR’s website. These are 
worthwhile reading as this knowledge will help you improve your 
building skills and develop your own designs. 
 
There are also many good (and bad) plans available online. If you 
are unsure of the soundness of a design, check if it falls within the 
parameters of Dr. Gerald M. Gregorek's "Basic BG" in his article, 
Basic Design Rules For Boost And Rocket Gliders. Other excel-
lent references include the NARTS Technical Report TR-104 
Basic Glider Stability, and G.H. Stine's 5th Edition Handbook of 
Model Rocketry. 
 
Commercial kits are a good place to start for a beginner. Estes 
and Apogee Components sell a good selection of proven boost 
glider designs for the novice through advanced modelers. All the 
parts are there that you need with detailed instructions. Many 
plans from magazines and newsletters are brief and assume you 
have already built a glider or two. 

 

Where to start? What to do and not to do…. 
First, avoid non-standard designs for your first or second boost 
glider. They add complexity to both building and trimming that can 
frustrate a glider novice. Stick to kits and proven, standard de-
signs until those skills are mastered. Building, trimming, and flying 
a commercial kit will also teach you many aspects fixed wing air-
craft engineering and flight physics. Understanding the parts and 
configuration of a glider will assist you later in creating and trim-
ming your own designs. 

-continued on page 12 

Parts of a Boost Glider:  
 
A. Fuselage - The main body of the glider in which the wing and 

tail surfaces are attached. 
B. Wing - An aerodynamic surface that provides the main lift for 

the glider. 
C. Horizontal Stabilizer - A smaller lifting surface typically 

mounted behind the wing that provides stability and control. 
D. Rudder - An aerodynamic surface usually mounted on or 

near the horizontal stabilizer that provides directional (yaw) 
control. 

E. Power Pod - Powers glider to apogee. Contains motor, recov-
ery system, and release pin. 

F. Pylon - Holds the glider to the power pod safely away from 
the motor exhaust. 

G. Release Pin - Releases the glider from the power pod at mo-
tor ejection. 

H. Attachment Sleeves - Acts as a door hinge that when pinned, 
keeps the glider and power pod connected during boost. 
 

 
1. Root Chord - Wing width where it attaches to the fuselage 
2. Tip Chord - Wing width at the wing tip 
3. Wingspan - Distance between wing tips 
4. Leading Edge - Front edge of an aerodynamic surface (wing, 

stab, rudder, etc) 
5. Trailing Edge - Rear edge of an aerodynamic surface 
6. Dihedral/Polyhedral - Positive angle between wing root and 

tip chords. 
7. Inverted Airfoiled Stabilizer - Creates down force to pull glider 

out of a dive at high speeds. 
 

Figure 1 

Boost Gliders Buzz Nau 
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Construction Tips: 
The most important boost glider performance factor is weight. 
How much your glider weighs will effect it’s altitude during boost 
and wing loading during glide. If building a scratch glider from a 
 plan pick the lightest wood you can find that will withstand the 
impulse motor that you are building for. Avoid heavy adhesives 
like epoxy. While sanding a nice airfoil also reduces drag and 
enhances lift it also removes… weight. 
 
Build it straight. You can get away with a crooked fin on most 
rockets, but a wing, rudder, or stabilizer that is off in alignment 
could make the difference between a glider that trims easily to 
one that will never trim and glide right. Patience and care in build-
ing will be rewarded. 
 
Cyanoacrylic is fine for all construction. It speeds up build time, 
but isn’t as forgiving as wood glue if  an alignment mistake needs 
to be fixed. 
 
When constructing for B impulse or higher, tissue the surfaces 
(wing, horizontal stab, and rudder). Also use spruce or basswood 
for the fuselage. The tissue and dope weight addition is insignifi-
cant. Yes, spruce and basswood are heavier than balsa for the 
fuselage, but strength becomes a concern starting with B and 
especially C impulse and above. (see references for suggested 
article on tissuing surfaces) 
 
Roll Stability - Dihedral: 
Most boost gliders we build don’t enjoy the benefit of a pilot guid-
ing it in flight through manipulating control surfaces. Because of 
that, our gliders need help achieving straight and level flight. Dihe-
dral is used to achieve roll stability so gliders fly right side up. This 
is done by lifting the wing tips relative to the wing root which 
trades some lift for roll stability. You don’t want to use too much 
which would decrease lift more than you need to. About 15 de-
grees is the standard dihedral angle. Polyhedral is when the wing 
is angled upward in more than one joint along the wing instead of 
just at the wing root. 

 

Pitch Stability - The Inverted Rear (Horizontal) Stab: 
Incidence in gliders is the  relative angle between the wing and 
the horizontal stabilizer. This isn’t particularly important if you are 
just tossing a glider around your backyard. However, boost gliders 
need an assist when transitioning from boost to glide. The most 
efficient incidence angle is zero, however a boost glider needs to 
transition from a fast boost to a slow glide. Without some help 
from the stabilizer a lot of altitude can be lost since the glider with 
zero incidence  will have a tendency to keep going where it’s 
pointing at ejection. If it happens to be pointing straight down then 
you’ll likely see what’s called a “death dive” where the glider fails 
to pull out at all. 
 
There are a couple of ways to address this. One common method 
is to gain a little positive pitch stability by building in a negative 
incident angle into the stabilizer. This is done by warping the stab 
up or mounting it at an angle to provide up elevator. This method 
can affect boost stability. Altitude is time on the stopwatch and a 
squirrely boost equals lost seconds. 
 
Instead of up elevator or warping the stab I recommend an invert-
ed airfoil on the stab. It does not create as much drag and has the 
same effect by causing an increased or positive pressure on top 
of the stab surface forcing it down. It has no effect on boost per-
formance, generally resulting in nice straight boosts. I first saw the 

inverted stab in Chas Russell’s “FlyBaby” plan from the 1990’s 
and I’ve used it exclusively since. The plan was re-published in 
Total Impulse Jan/Feb 2018. 
 
Pod Design: 
There are a number of pod/glider attachment designs to choose 
from. The most popular over the years being the piece "X" in the 
center of the pylon with side rails. Basically, it’s a “pin” on the py-
lon that hooks into a “notch” on the glider. There are many varia-
tions of this theme such as Chas Russell’s side attachment piece 
"X" on the Original FlyBaby. An even better idea that doesn’t re-
quire a lot of work is Fred William's pin pod design, which has 
proven to be extremely reliable. 
 
Regardless of glider attachment, key points to remember are to 
use an external shock mount for a more reliable deployment. 
Don't use an engine hook or block. Tape works fine up through D 
impulse events. Be every bit weight conscious as possible. A few 
grams saved here and there add up to meters in altitude and po-
tential seconds of duration. 

 

Trimming: 
The second most important consideration after weight is glide 
trim. What good does all that altitude do you if it won’t glide. Trim-
ming is where you really turn it into a glider. First, the glider needs 
to be be balanced. Most kits and plans will tell you where the fin-
ished glider should balance. If there is no recommendation then 
balance it at the 25% cord distance on the wing which is also the 
usual high spot on the wing airfoil. For example, if the wing root 
chord length is four inches then the initial balance point would be 
one inch from the leading edge. Again, this is the starting balance 
point and should allow you to toss the glider without wrecking it in 
dive or hard stall.   

 

Now that the glider is balanced it’s time to toss it around. Always 
wait for a no or low wind environment for your first test tosses. 
Evenings are usually a good time for this. ALWAYS toss the glider 
into the wind no matter how light the  breeze is. Initial tosses 
should be wings level and straight out from your body. Try to grip 
the glider at its balance point and release it wings level. Observe  

B/C impulse BG with  “Pin-Back” pod  attachment 
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any tendencies to climb, dive, or turn right or left. As long as any 
turning tendency is not too severe you should address pitch first. 
Add clay to the nose if the stalls (or warp the stabilizer up), re-
move it if the glider dives. If you can’t remove or add enough nose 
weight to eliminate a dive or stall then check the wing and stabi-
lizer for misalignment or warped surfaces. As long as the glider 
was built per the instructions and plans you should be able to trim 
out any diving or stalling. The glider is trimmed when it flies 
straight away around 20 to 40 feet. Ideally you want the glider to 
turn in a large circle (30 to 50 feet) to prevent a long recovery 
walk. To increase a turn you can warp the wing tip trailing edge up 
on the side you want the glider turning to. To decrease a turn 
warp the wing tip trailing edge up on the opposite wing. You can 
also use a small amount of clay on the wing tip at the 25% cord 
spot, but be aware that you will likely need to remove a little nose 
weight to avoid a diving tendency. It can take awhile to dial in the 
trim, but once it is you will have a predictable and rewarding glid-
er. 
 
Once the glider is trimmed you can try harder tosses at a 45 de-
gree up angle to observe how well the glider transitions from a 
fast toss to glide speed. Ideally, at the top of the toss the glider 
will slow down and seamlessly begin its circular glide with no 
drastic loss of altitude.    
 
Always test the trim prior to the first flight of the day. A surface 
may have warped or your balance clay may have fallen off since 
the last time you flew it. 
 
Flying Tips: 
If there is little to no wind your launch angle should be straight up. 
If there is a moderate breeze launch with the glider oriented 
downwind with a 10 degree angle from vertical with the wind. 
When the glider comes off the rod it will want to pitch up (pull into 
the wind) which should result in a nearly straight up boost. 
 
 

Rocket Gliders: 
Rocket Gliders are different from boost gliders in that everything 
that boosts together comes down in a glide together including the 
motor and power pod. Because of the added weight rocket gliders 
don’t perform as well as boost gliders all other things being equal. 
There is also the added difficulty in building a rocket that needs to 
perform well in two different areas of flight, boost and glide. 
 
There are many ways to approach this event including sliding 
wing, sliding pod, flop wing, variable geometry wing, and no-
moving-parts. A sliding wing rocket glider is one where the wing is 
mounted on a box that slides up and down the fuselage. It is tied 
back near the tail feathers during boost. At ejection a burn string 
releases the tie back and a rubber band pulls the wing forward to 
its glide position. These typically boost the straightest. Sliding pod 
is similar, but it is the pod that slides back and forth. Flop wing is a 
wing that folds in half on both sides. The outer panels are re-
leased at ejection. Variable geometry are wings that pivot at the 
wing root and rotate back 90 degrees for boost. Motor ejection 
releases the wings to swing forward to their glide position. Finally, 
no moving parts rocket gliders are designed with a long fuselage 
and small horizontal stab. NMP rocket gliders are difficult to trim 
and boost, but reduce the difficulty in building. Sliding wing rocket 
gliders typically offer the best performance and reliability.    
 
 
Wrapping it up: 
Boost gliders are extremely fun and rewarding to build, trim, and 
fly. They offer a challenge above and beyond the typical “whoosh-
pop” three fins and a nose cone rocket and will increase your 
overall knowledge base in model rocketry. You can be successful 
right away if you follow the instructions, build it straight, and trim it 
glide well before attempting a launch. Most of all, be patient. It 
addition to the patience needed for the proper, straight assembly, 
it is really required when trimming your glider. Time spent here is 
time well spent creating a high performance glider that is enjoya-
ble to fly. 

 

References/Suggested Reading 
Estes Classic Collection Technical Reports 

Estes TR-4—Boost Gliders 

Pinback Pin Pod BG, Fred Williams, Apogee (MIVARS), Vol 2, No 
6, Dec 1989  

Boost/Glider Stability Explained, Bob Parks, Model Rocketry, Vol 
3, No 4, January 1971 

Tissue Covering of Wings and Fins, Bob Parks, Model Rocketry, 
Vol 3, No 1, October 1070 

Design Rules for Boost/Rocket Gliders, Dr. G.M. Gregorek, Model 
Rocketeer,  June 1974, or from NARTS 

 

Kits 

Estes SkyDart II 

Sunward Boost Glider 

Apogee Condor, Cirrus Breeze, Stratus Gale 

North Coast Rocketry North Hawk RC Glider 

 

Plans 

NAR Boost Gliders 

NAR Rocket Gliders George Gassaway NARAM Tips 

Jimz Rocket Plans Ye Olde Rocket Plans Examples of sliding wing rocket gliders 
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More Photos from the March Sport Launch 

Dale Hodgson’s SS-0 on Loki I430 Blue Power 

Randy Gilbert’s War Dog on an Aerotech E12 

Mark Chrumka’s AIM-120 AMRAAM 
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LOC Precision 

The guys at LOC Precision have been busy lately. Their latest 
release is a 4” diameter upscale 
Goblin. It includes the LOC-n-
Mount system that can be config-
ured for 29mm, 38mm, and 54mm 
motors.  It stands just over 40” tall 
and is powered with f through J 
motors. It lists for $103.33 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Miller Motor Works 

Scott Miller of MMW recently debuted his “Go-Go” igniters. They 
utilize the MMW Go-Go juice with a low current e-match. Several 
sizes are available, the standard will fit large throat F motors and 
larger. Current price is $5 for a pack of 4.  

 

Aerotech 

The long awaited 18mm “Q-jet” motors are starting to get certified 
and should be available soon. Under the Quest Aerospace brand, 
the B4-4 and B4-6 are certified and A3’s need a tiny adjustment. 
The Q-jets us Aerotech’s Fast Black Jack propellant and will be 
priced around 20% more than equivalent black powder motors.  

 

Estes 

There is late breaking news regarding Estes and the its future 
since Hobbico has filed bankruptcy. The Langford Group, headed 
by long time rocketeers and competitors Ellis and John Langford 

won the auction for Estes Cox 
on 29 March 2018, Court ap-
proved the sale on 2 April 
2018. This stands to be great news 
for those of us in  the hobby! 

 

Semroc 

The latest news from Semroc is the 
release of the UFO Invader Super 
Kit. This is a retro-repro from the 
Centuri “Super Kit” line that also 
included the USS America, already 
in production by Semroc. This is a 
faithful reproduction that is based on ST-16 tubing and sells for 
$54.99. 

 

 North Coast Rocketry 

NCR has recently began selling the Adrel ATL-MBP altimeter. 
This is very popular among internat competitors as it is extremely 
small and lightweight. It has the ability to download flight data with 
a separate download kit and also requires an external battery, 
both of which are also available at NCR. The ATL-MBP lists for 
$64.99. 

 

Aerospace Specialty Products 

ASP has introduced three new scale kits, the Aerobee 100 Jr 
($54.95), Aerobee 300 ($64.95), and Black Brant IV($34.95). The 
Aerobee’s are designed around 1.9” tubing and are powered by 
29mm motors. The Black Brant IV is over 34” tall, based on BT-55 
tubing, and has a 24mm motor mount.  

 

New Product News 

(L-R) Mark Chrumka, Randy Gilbert, Steve Kristal, Dan Harrison Trevor and Dan Harrison. Trevor just earned his Jr L1 
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http://www.news-gazette.com/news/local/2018-04-06/hobbico-sells-model-rocket-division-family-enthusiasts-7-million.html�
http://www.news-gazette.com/news/local/2018-04-06/hobbico-sells-model-rocket-division-family-enthusiasts-7-million.html�
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